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Abstract

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of disturbed freestream flow by a small cylinder on the laminar
separated boundary layer over NACA0012 wing operating at a Reynolds number of Rec = 4.45 × 105. A detailed
parametric investigations for the rod are performed using numerical simulations coupled with transition sensitive closure
model (γ − R̃eθ,t) seeking for the optimal passive control parameters. Firstly, the use of such steady RANS model
has been successfully accurate in capturing the separation induced transition on the baseline wing suction surface.
Secondly, the rod location was scaled according to the formation length of vortices behind the micro-cylinder for which
the aerodynamic loads are very sensitive. The effects of three rod diameter ratios (d/c = 0.67%, 1.33% and 2%) on
the laminar separation bubble and aerodynamic performances were examined. It was observed that the qualitative
analysis of the flow structures revealed the mechanisms of the control device for the aerofoil performance improvements
in which the rod wake exerted considerable effects on LSB size, pressure coefficient and flow streamlines. Particularly, it
contributes to eliminate the boundary layer separation with pronounced decrease of 75% by energizing the shear layer
over a significant extent, resulting in a mean drag dropping of 73% at 12◦ incidence, and a lift enhancement of about
23% at 15◦.

Keywords: Laminar separated flow; SST transition model; Passive flow control; Bodies’ wake interaction; Laminar
separation bubble, Drag reduction; Lift enhancement.

1. Introduction

The laminar separation bubble is one of major issues
met in several industrial applications in particular, those
operating at low Reynolds number such us, UAV (Un-
manned Air Vehicle), Micro Air Vehicle, race cars and even
wind turbine. The boundary layer transition mechanism
from laminar to turbulent state of such winged devices
is deeply influenced by the aerodynamic characteristics of
the wing in terms of boundary layer thickness, transition
and separation locations, and wake thickness. In partic-
ular, the dynamic behaviour underlying behind these low
Reynolds flows showed occurrence of slowly recirculating
fluid characterized by a stationary rotating swirl known as
a laminar separation bubble identified to be responsible of
several negative effects on the overall aerodynamic perfor-
mances, such as lift decreasing, drag increasing, aircraft
stability reducing, vibration and even disturbing noise.
This separation bubble is basically developed when the
laminar boundary layer cannot overcome the local flow de-
celeration just coming after its acceleration. Hence, when
it bypasses the leading edge of the wing at an incidence; the
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boundary layer peels off from the wall surface under the in-
fluence of an adverse pressure gradient. However, at higher
Reynolds numbers this laminar boundary layer grows dras-
tically to a turbulent state due to the presence of large
inertial forces, and is therefore better able to overcome
this adverse pressure gradient. After that, development of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in this separated shear layer
initiates turbulence which yields three-dimensional flow
motions. This turbulent mixing is a complex process re-
sulting in the separated streamline reattachment, through
interactions between turbulent motions and the wing that
incites the reattachment of the separated shear layer to the
aerofoil surface, leaving an enclosed region of dead recircu-
lating air. Therefore, understanding the physics involved
in this phenomenon and possibility to control the resulting
bubble are determinant for efficient engineering design. A
review on laminar separation bubbles is presented by [35]
where effects of Reynolds number on the laminar separa-
tion bubble occurrence on an aerofoil are discussed. The
bubble is observed to appear for a Reynolds number rang-
ing in between [6×104−6×106]. [29] introduced a theoret-
ical model characterizing the laminar separation bubble in
which he advocated a way of depicting the different critical
points describing the LSB throughout the on-surface pres-
sure measurements. The analysis clearly shows that pres-
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sure distribution on the suction side remains fairly con-
stant when the laminar boundary layer separates, after
that the boundary layer reattaches to the surface when
shear layer transition is triggered as revealed by drasti-
cally pressure increase. [39] used numerical simulations
to compare between averaged over time and instantaneous
flow-field near the aerofoil surface close to the separation
region obtained by RANS-LES turbulence model. Their
main results show typical Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
in the shear layer is twisting into vortices that force the
separated flow to stick towards the wall surface leading to
a bubble shape in the time averaged outcome. In experi-
mental studies, [40] conducted a hot wire investigation on
the suction side of a wing at low Reynolds number which
showed that a transient boundary layer can reattach to
form a bubble and then continues downstream evolving
into fully turbulent state. [13] conducted time averaged
and instantaneous PIV experiments to provide informa-
tion about transient behaviour of the laminar separated
flow on low speed NASA GA (W-1) aerofoil at a Reynolds
number of 7 × 104 based on the chord length. It is found
that the bubble appears only when the incidence is in the
range [8◦ − 11.8◦]. Above this range at around 12◦ the
pressure gradient becomes to be so significant to induce
sudden bubble burst causing the aerofoil complete stalling.
The authors reported also that LSB moves upstream to-
wards the leading edge as the incidence increases in such
a way its overall length remains unchanged. The lami-
nar portion of this bubble, however, slightly extends in
size, and the turbulent portion shrinks with the increasing
angle of attack. By the same way, experimental results
presented by [12] in form of PIV measurements at low
Reynolds number flow around SD7003 aerofoil considering
laminar separation bubble formation, pointed out the ex-
istence of a shear layer rolling up into a vortex sheet in the
separated boundary layer originating from the presence of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities just after triggering of the
boundary layer transition.
At the meantime, laminar separated flow control over
aerofoils at moderate Reynolds numbers has gathered
widespread research interest over decades, aiming to en-
hance their performances. A literature review on flow con-
trol shows existence of several techniques to manoeuvre a
boundary layer, either in purpose of flow separation post-
ponement so that the flow remains attached to the aerofoil
surface, or to achieve lift enhancement, drag decreasing
and noise damping. In respect to flow control techniques,
these are categorized into two major classes: active and
passive techniques. [9] added a reactive class to the above
and showed up more specific ways of control depending
upon the sought main goal. Many works have attempted
to control the unfavourable phenomena that destroy the
aerofoils aerodynamic efficiency. Suction and blowing are
the most popular adopted active flow control. Although
their benefits are obvious in terms of lift enhancement,
drag reduction and stall delay as shown in [8] numerical
investigations, the high cost, geometrical complexity and

even energy consuming are most of their inherent weak-
ness. Hence, naturally, a good flow control technique needs
to be simple to implement, cheap and keeping the over-
all geometry unchanged. For these reasons, the so-called
passive control techniques are the most widely used for
simplicity, affordness and do not require any external en-
ergy supplying. Several numerical and experimental stud-
ies have shown up the effectiveness of such simple devices
to control laminar separated flows around different aero-
foils. [31] focused their numerical investigation on both
passive and active on-surface vortex generators used to
control the flow separation over NACA0012 aerofoil un-
der conditions of Rec = 105 and 6◦ incidence angle. The
results showed a reduction of the separation zone over a
significant extent up to 80% when the passive vortex gen-
erator is added. On the other hand, the active vortex
generator made the separation zone almost to vanish in
the time averaged flow results. However, this control tech-
nique did not impart drag reduction neither lift enhance-
ment. [11] carried out numerical simulations to consider
the effect of self-adapting flexible flaps on flow separation
over NACA0012 aerofoil at moderate Reynolds number.
The results showed a large modification of flow structure
when elastic flap deforms under fluid-structure interaction
forcing the wake to reduce in size and to lower intensity
for shedding vortices. This resulted in a maximum lift en-
hancement of 69.49% for variable length flaps. Another
passive control method was proposed by [37] aiming to in-
vestigate the aerodynamic characteristics of low Reynolds
number flow over NACA0018 aerofoil. They have con-
ducted numerical investigations using k − ω SST turbu-
lence formulation over a wing model having a cavity on its
suction side at various locations where a trapped vortex
is acting as passive flow control technique. The geome-
try of the cavity and its aspect ratio is optimized seeking
for higher performances. Elliptical cavity is more promis-
ing in enhancing the wing performance, whereas, circular
one gave better lift to drag ratio when it is placed near
the TE only. Leading edge protuberances is another tech-
nique adopted recently for aerofoil laminar flow control.
The effectiveness of such vortex generator on the overall
performance of S823 wind turbine model was highlighted
from the numerical and experimental outcomes conducted
by [34] at 2× 105 Reynolds number. They postulated the
main part of tubercles in smoothening and mitigating the
stall effects to higher incidences which widen the scope of
engineering operations for this modified wing. Moreover,
the technique offered an additional increase of 19.38% in
the overall aerodynamic efficiency. The control effect of
permeable leading edge of NACA008 wing at moderate
Reynolds number of 3.45× 105 was illustrated recently by
[2]. Despite its structure complexity, this method showed
a strong influence on the aerodynamic coefficients where
an improve of 65% in lift to drag ratio can be achieved.
The studies discussed above are mostly based on classi-
cal control techniques that introduce geometrical changes
to the body itself. Lately, another passive flow control
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method has gathered considerable attention in many en-
gineering applications. It consists of an off-surface control
element located far away from a body interacting with its
boundary layer. This concept was first inspired each of
these authors ([33]; [16]; [17]; [15]) who have suggested
a control method of the separated shear layer from bluff
bodies by placing a cylindrical rod in tandem arrange-
ment in the upstream crossflow. The idea consisted in
forcing the free shear layer to reattach on the body sur-
face. This technique was applied to a cylinder, flat plate,
square prism, diamond arranged square prism in order to
investigate the flow response to this control method. The
outcome recorded a pressure drag reduction of 63%, 30%,
75% and 34% respectively to each bluff body compared
to the baseline bodies. Similar observations have been
recently reported by [10] in their DNS investigations to
supress the vortex shedding of a square cylinder by small
control rod. A remarkable reduction of almost 15% in
the mean drag coefficient was achieved. As for laminar
separated flow over slender bodies, [42] examined numeri-
cally the wake body interaction between a cylinder placed
in the near wake of NACA4412 aerofoil for a Reynolds
number of 200 based on the cylindrical body diameter.
The effect of the profile incidence, lateral and longitudinal
distances between the two bodies in tandem arrangement
is focused on the unsteady aerodynamic forces and care-
fully examined the vortex patterns of the cylinder along
with its shedding frequencies. The main outcomes indicate
a significant impact on the aerodynamic loadings, vortex
patterns and shedding frequencies acting on the cylinder
with an upstream streamlined body. In the same man-
ner, [41] experimentally investigated aerodynamic perfor-
mances of a cylinder placed downstream a NACA4412
aerofoil at chord based low Reynolds number ranged be-
tween [1.47×104−1.4×105]. They pointed out an abrupt
decrease in both lift and drag forces as the side distance
is increased. Furthermore, an exhaustive review on effects
of wakes interaction and shedding frequencies between the
added bluff body and the cambered aerofoil arranged in
tandem in the cross flow was given by [3]. The exper-
iments were carried out using the hot-wire anemometry.
The findings highlighted the global physical involved phe-
nomena when the aerofoil wake interact with the cylinder
body. This mutual interference led to a significant change
in Strouhal number values of both obstacles and the vor-
tex patterns depending upon the spacing between them.
Also, from an acoustic view, an LES based CFD analysis
was performed by [36] to investigate the effect of turbu-
lence generated by a rod of 10 mm in diameter place in
front of wavy leady edge wing on its broadband noise for
Reynolds number of 3.97×105. Results showed the fluctu-
ations of lift and drag coefficients are damped out by 65.4%
and 71.4% respectively causing a substantial reduction in
the mean noise of 9.5 dB. Moreover, this was encouraged
recently by [21] numerical study aiming to supress the far
field noise generated by high lift 30P30N aerofoil model.
They demonstrated that when the boundary layer con-

trol parameters are carefully set, the broadband noise is
pronouncedly decreased by 24 dB and the flow field fluc-
tuations are damped.
The previously investigated rod scales were mainly above
10% of the aerofoil characteristic length which led to a sig-
nificant increase in the total drag of these systems. There-
fore, a much smaller element scale was selected in case of
such slender body’s flow control. It was reported from [30]
experimental investigations, that a micro-riblets placed on
the suction side of a Riso aerofoil-based wing was used to
assess its aerodynamic performances at wide range of an-
gles of attack. They showed a significant drag reduction
of 29.7% and 54% for Reynolds numbers of 2.02× 105 and
1.4×105 respectively, which occurred at 7◦ incidence. [38]
also used the concept of tiny structure to control the sep-
arated flow over horizontal axis wind turbine blade. It
was found that for the optimum micro-cylinder parame-
ters, the wind turbine power was increased by almost 74%
without affecting its stability. Up to this, most of the re-
lated works on off-surface vortex generators were focused
on either lift enhancement or drag reduction. [24] have
used an off-surface cylindrical rod as a passive device to
control the laminar separation bubble on the suction side
of an elongated bluff body. The cylinder was placed up-
stream in the vicinity of the leading edge of the studied
body. Their experiments showed that for the optimum
control rod configuration, the laminar separation bubble
seemed to entirely vanish. With similar experimental ap-
proach, [7] has studied experimentally the laminar separa-
tion bubble flow mechanism at pre-stall regime for SD7062
aerofoil controlled by small rod of different diameters at
Reynolds number of 3 × 104 placed on the suction side
at various chordwise locations. The PIV results revealed
significant reduction in the size of the laminar separation
bubble for proper rod diameter and location, along with
decrease in height of the boundary layer by 22% which is
coherent with the correlated reduction of 34% in the ed-
dies’ turbulent energy in the flow.
Considering the mentioned studies, there was an attempt
to either suppress the vortex shedding of bluff bodies or im-
prove aerofoils general aerodynamic performance in terms
of loading enhancement or noise damping with large scale
rod dimensions control element. In this study, a micro
cylinder off-surface vortex generator is used to assess the
feasibility of such passive technique to control the lam-
inar separation bubble (LSB) over the suction surface of
NACA0012 aerofoil at moderate Reynolds number. It aims
to establish the optimum size and location of the tiny cylin-
der to improve its aerodynamic performance. In addition,
except for experimental approaches, an issue of using fully
turbulent classical RANS models (Spallart-Almaras, k− ε,
k−ω SST) to study flows involving laminar-turbulent sep-
aration has emerged as they require LES or experimen-
tal backup to identify the separation point. Therefore,
detailed parametric investigations are carried out using
RANS based simulations with transition sensitive closure
model formulation known as Transition SST (γ − R̃eθ,t)
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to extract the optimal configuration related to the rod
for laminar separated flow control and emphasize the im-
portance of including transitional effect in the numerical
model.

2. Numerical Method

2.1. Case Geometry

In this study, three-dimensional flow over a NACA0012
wing model controlled by a micro-cylindrical rod is consid-
ered to assess its effect on the overall aerodynamic perfor-
mances of this aerofoil. The global dimensions of the case
model along with geometrical arrangement adopted for the
passive control element are sketched in Fig.1. A circular
cross-section cylinder of various diameters (d/c = 0.67%,
1.33% and 2%) is chosen to act as an off-surface vortex
generator and placed at a distance, L upstream from the
rod centreline in the perpendicular direction to NACA0012
aerofoil. First, preliminary experiments are performed in
this work where the spacing between the two components
of the system is scaled according to the corresponding for-
mation length, lf of the vortices behind the tiny cylin-
der at flow conditions of 43.3 ms−1 freestream velocity
and Reynolds number based on the aerofoil chord length,
Rec = 4.45 × 105. In accordance with [26] experimental
investigation, for a given Reynolds number of Red = 5931
based on the micro cylinder diameter, the formation length
is roughly in the order of 2× d (Fig.2). Based on this, the
method of fixing rod location and its effect on the wing
gain in terms of maximum lift to drag ratio is reported
and rod diameter scaling effect on LSB is explored. Four
values for the distance, L are explored aiming to determine
the optimum value. The spacings are set to be equal to
1 × d, 2 × d, 3 × d and 4 × d which correspond to loca-
tion states of before, in, after and faraway the formation
zone respectively. The sensitivity of varying L on the total
aerodynamic loads is explicitly shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Rod location analysis

Location
Baseline Before

forma-
tion
zone

In for-
mation
zone

After
forma-
tion
zone

Faraway
forma-
tion
zone

L 0× d 1× d 2× d 3× d 4× d(
cL
cD

)
max(

cL0
cD0

)
max

1.00 0.95 1.04 1.12 0.91

For cases where the considered spacing is halved or dou-
bled according to the formation length, a loss of 10% in
lift to drag ratio is observed compared to the baseline wing
which reflect a severe deterioration of its aerodynamic per-
formances. Thus, these two situations are not preferred as
either the interaction is very weak between the rod aero-
foil system or higher drag that corresponds to wider sys-
tem’s wake. In one hand, as the gap is close to the for-
mation length, lf , the system recovers its aerodynamic

performance with slight increase in the maximum lift to
drag ratio. In the other hand, the advantage of setting the
micro-cylinder at position of L = 3 × d is demonstrated.
As in such circumstances, an important gain in total lift to
drag ratio is clearly achieved. Thus, after such comprehen-
sive consideration the spacing adopted for the remaining
study is 3 × d as higher performance of the wing can be
achieved compared to other sets.

Figure 1: (a) 3D representation of the control set-up; (b) Schematic
of the wing controlled by micro-cylinder placed at distance, L from
the leading edge (flow moving left to right).
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Figure 2: Vortex formation length, lf as function of Reynolds num-
ber for a cylinder [26].
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2.2. Computational Domain

To examine the sensitivity of the control element diam-
eter scaling on the laminar separated flow and the aerody-
namic performance of the cosidered wing model, detailed
numerical investigations are presented in this paper. The
three dimensions computational domain used to carry out
this numerical study is illustrated in Fig.3. The coordi-
nate system origin is placed at the leading edge of the
wing. The overall domain dimensions are 6.3m long, 3.6m
height and 0.465 m wide. The inlet boundary of the main
domain is positioned 12 times the wing’s chord length up-
stream from the centre point of the main aerofoil, and the
rear boundary is extended giving a longitudinal length of
30× c, where c is the wing’s chord length. These domain
extensions have been chosen in order to maintain a low
blockage level and to ensure as little influence of all do-
main boundaries as possible which is demonstrated in [25]
numerical study. A sensitivity test has been performed to
optimize calculations in terms of time, memory and cost.
The smallest size domain giving accuracy of less than 1%
in terms of aerodynamic forces; with respect to each cho-
sen downstream and lateral domain lengths; has a total
height of 24×c and total length of 42×c with 2.7% block-
age. The spanwise length, Lz is carefully chosen as a short
spanwise width will fail to deliver results comparable with
data from wind tunnels especially at high angles of attack.
Thus, domain size dependence is inevitable to capture the
3D flow structures and ensure reliable results. For such
analysis, a pair of symmetrical boundary conditions is set
for both spanwise sides. Figure 4 shows that for spanwise
length less than 2 × c calculations give higher prediction
for both coefficients. When further increasing this length,
the variation tendency for both lift and drag seem to level
off. Hence, a spanwise width of 3 × c is selected for the
3D simulations. In addition, these domain characteris-
tics are in good agreement when compared to literature.
Based on the relevant numerical investigations carried out
by [20] and [1], in which the effect of spanwise length of a
computational domain on the accuracy of predicting the
3D flow structures past a circular cylinder was analysed.
They showed that a minimum spanwise length of π times
the characteristic length is required to predict a forma-
tion length that is in better agreement with experimental
value. Thus, as this parameter plays an important role in
rod distance parametric investigation, the adopted span-
wise length for the current domain lies in the appropriate
range.

2.3. Mesh Generation

The adopted grid topology for the considered computa-
tional domain is generated using ANSYS R©-Meshing com-
mercial software as illustrated in Fig.5. In order to con-
struct a high-quality structured mesh, the domain is di-
vided into several blocks allowing finer mesh in regions of
susceptible eddies formation and coarse grid in far field
regions. This strategy is performed using interface bound-
ary conditions between different blocks. Furthermore, to

Figure 3: Computational domain topology and boundary conditions.

Figure 4: Variation of Lift and Drag coefficients for different spanwise
lengths.

reduce the overall skewness and to ensure better cells or-
thogonality for the near wall grid elements as density is
increased for the following mesh dependence analysis, an
O-grid type topology is adopted and centred around both
the wing and the cylindrical rod. This approach gives a
smooth mesh transition in the leeward zone of the rod to
the leading edge of the wing and allows a high resolution
of the boundary layer while keeping relatively a low cell
counts compared to C-grid type topology used in former
similar studies which showed a reduction of about 50% in
mesh size. The structured quadrilateral elements are cho-
sen for the whole computational domain since they provide
a high flexibility to control the cell counts with low mem-
ory consumption, accurate flow resolution and good flow
alignment with respect to the mesh cells thus the overall
rate of solution convergence is increased. Refined quadri-
lateral meshes are applied to critical flow zones where most
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important phenomena affecting the flow structure around
the wing are recorded. These zones are mainly the leeward
side of the rod where the vortex shedding interacts with
the leading edge of the wing ensuring thus minimization of
the numerical viscosity effect responsible of artificial dis-
sipation of the shedded vortices. In addition, a particular
attention is paid to the mesh refinement at the aerofoil
suction side to capture accurately flow features (Laminar
Separation Bubble) involved in vicinity of the wing aerofoil
including leading and trailing edges. In order to assess the
significant impact of grid density on accuracy and conver-
gence rate of the numerical solution, three different grid
sizes are investigated for the mesh dependency analysis
(Table 2). The coarse grid (MESH-1) contains 200 points
on the suction side of the aerofoil, the fine mesh (MESH-2)
with 450 grid points and the refined grid (MESH-3) has
640 points. It is noticed throughout sensitivity assessment
for lift coefficient force that a deviation of about 4.59%
is recorded for the coarse (MESH-1) and fine (MESH-2)
meshes. While for the refined mesh (MESH-3), this dif-
ference in cL drops to reach a value of roughly 0.56%. As
a result, MESH-2 is retained and found to be suited to
achieve accurately enough results for this numerical inves-
tigation. Another important grid independence was found
to be in the exposure of turbulence models to y+ values.
Values of y+ less than unity found to be necessary in order
to capture transitional features of the flow on the suction
side of the aerofoil by accurately modelling the boundary
layer. A target value of 0.7 based on the freestream in-
let velocity is applied to the entire wing surface and the
cylindrical rod during pre-processing simulation case. Af-
ter that, y+ distribution along the upper and lower sur-
faces of the aerofoil and around the cylinder circumference
is checked in post-processing phase for all simulations and
showed to be less than unity. A total of 15 inflation lay-
ers were chosen with a stretching ratio of 18% at the wall
surface giving a prism layer thickness large enough to fit
development of the boundary layer along with the separa-
tion bubble that may occur. As a result of this parametric
strategy, a reasonable quality and sufficiently fine struc-
tured mesh is with solution-mesh independency condition
satisfied.

Table 2 Grid independence analysis
Mesh Nodes

on
Aerofoil

cL at
10◦

Error (%) with
previous mesh

MESH-1 200 0.8636 -
MESH-2 450 0.9035 4.59
MESH-3 640 0.9086 0.56

2.4. Turbulence Model

The conventional turbulence models available for
RANS formulation such as one equation Spalart-Allmaras
model and two equations k − ε and k − ω models, do
not include laminar effects especially for low Reynolds

number flows, thus considering fully turbulence models
in such studies is invalid assumption. Even though,
DNS and LES methods solve turbulence with sufficient
precision so that laminar and transition effects can be
predicted, grid density and time resolution requirements
are prohibitive and probably inappropriate to be used
for industrial design purposes. This led to an attempt
to include laminar transitional effects using damping
functions in near wall regions to gain relatively good
prediction of transition by diffusing freestream turbulence
into the boundary layer. In addition, this strategy offers a
good balance between grid density requirement and flow
complexity. This model known as Transition Shear Stress
Transport (γ − R̃eθ,t) introduced by [23] for low Reynolds
number approach introduces a so-called viscosity limiter
that reduces prediction of the wall shear stress thus
it is more likely to get separation over smooth surface
and results will give better agreement with experiments
of separated flows. Several RANS turbulence models
are used to investigate laminar separated flows at low
Reynolds numbers. It is noticed that Transition SST
model provided good prediction of pre and post stall
behaviour for aerodynamic loads ([4]) and is in good
agreement with correlating comparative wind tunnel
experiments ([32]; [28]). Furthermore, this latter model
proved its reliability in capturing flow interaction features
between bodies and its high revelation of parietal pressure
oscillations. According to what has been discussed so far,
it seems that Transition SST turbulence model is capable
of capturing accurately laminar separation with transition
of the boundary layer on wings operating at low Reynolds
flow regime, allowing to solve details inside the boundary
layer when blending effectively between the standard
k−ω in near wall regions and k− ε model in the far field.
Hence, Transition SST model is adopted for all simula-
tions which eventually increases the CPU time to about
22% whilst transition sensitive SST model formulation
is used to model the laminar separation bubble near the
leading edge when boundary layer transits form laminar
to turbulent state, because this LSB is a dominant
phenomenon when characterizing pressure distribution,
on-surface flow structure and wall shear stress over the
wing and therefore the overall aerodynamic loads of the
wing. However, even though SST k − ω is inefficient in
correlating a good prediction of flow features at moderate
Reynolds, it shows a comparative correlation with wind
tunnel experiments at very high angles of attack.

∂ (ρk)

∂t
+∇ · (ρUk) = ∇ ·

[(
µ+

µt
σk

)
∇k

]
(1)

+ Pk −Dk

∂ (ρω)

∂t
+∇ · (ρUω) = ∇ ·

[(
µ+

µt
σk

)
∇ω

]
+
γ

νt
Pk (2)

− βρω2 + 2 (1− F1)
ρσω2

ω
∇k : ∇ω
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Figure 5: (a) Schematic of the adopted mesh topology of the CFD domain (flow moving left to right); (b) Structured mesh around the rod
close to the aerofoil; (c) Structured mesh close to the trailing edge of the aerofoil.
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Where, ∇k : ∇ω =
∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj

Pk → Pk γ 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 (3)

Dk → Dk min [max (γ, 0.1) , 1.0] (4)

F1, new = max (F1, F3) (5)

Where, F3 = e−(Rey/120)
3

and Rey =
ρy
√
k

µ

The γ − R̃eθ,t turbulence model still solves the transport
equations for both k and ω quantities as k − ω SST
does, which are otherwise identical with an exception
for production, Pk and dissipation, Dk terms in kinetic
energy (Eq.(1)) along with the blending function F1 in
specific dissipation rate (Eq.(2)) that controls the use
of ω near the walls and ε far away. The production
term, Pk is correlated with a turbulence intermittency, γ
(Eq.(3)) bounded between values of 0 and 1, indicating
physically the state of the flow locally by accounting for
the percentage of time corresponding to the presence
of turbulent fluctuations in the boundary layer. Where
a value of 0 indicates that the flow is locally laminar
hence close to the leading edge of the aerofoil and when
γ saturates to a value of 1 the flow is fully turbulent.
Notice that freestream flow contains turbulent kinetic
energy and specific dissipation rate, thus γ should have a
value of 1 at inlet boundary condition and freestream so
that it will be represented by the fully k − ω SST model.
Regarding the dissipation term, Dk it is limited by a min
max limiter (Eq.(4)) calibrated to ensure that its value
does not drop below 10% of its fully turbulent value when
γ = 0, because even when the boundary layer is laminar
with no production of turbulent kinetic energy, if is there
any turbulence the wall still dissipate it by damping
these turbulent fluctuations of the flow. In other hand,
numerical tweak is used to correct the blinding function,
F1 to prevent it to take a value of 0 in the laminar
boundary layer near the wall where normally takes a
value of 1 allowing the Transition SST model to take its
k − ω form of k − ω SST turbulence formulation rather
than k − ε which is ineffective in the near wall regions
particularly when the values of y+ are very small. Hence,
the blending function is limited; to prevent it to switch
accidentally to 0 in the laminar region; by a new term
defined by an exponential decay of a Reynolds number
like term (Eq.(5)) governed by a square-root of turbulent
kinetic energy which is very small in the laminar portion
of the boundary layer making this new term to tend to 1.

∂ (ργ)

∂t
+∇ · (ρUγ) = ∇ ·

[(
µ+

µt
σγ

)
∇γ

]
(6)

+ Pγ −Dγ

Pγ,1 = Flength Ca1ρ S (γ Fonset)
0.5

(1− Ce1γ) (7)

∂
(
ρR̃eθ,t

)
∂t

+∇ ·
(
ρUR̃eθ,t

)
= (8)

∇ ·
[(
µ+

µt
σθ,t

)
∇R̃eθ,t

]
+ Pθ,t

Pθ,t = 0.03
ρ

t

(
Reθ,t − R̃eθ,t

)
(1− Fθ,t) (9)

In order to compute the values of γ in the flow field an
additional standard transport equation for intermittency
is solved (Eq.(6)). The production terms, Pγ is used to
control the length of the transition region of the bound-
ary layer by producing turbulent fluctuations and pushing
γ to saturates at a value of 1 in the full turbulent re-
gion. This term takes the form of Eq.(7) characterized by
two main terms Fonset and Flength, where the former is
a switching function for the production of intermittency
and the latter controls the rate of this production happens
to be when Flength is large γ is produced quickly and sat-
urates to 1 rapidly which shortens the length transition
region. To assess the Fonset, the Transition SST model
introduced another transported variable, R̃eθ,t calculated
everywhere in the computational domain (Eq.(8)). This
variable connects the empirical correlations to the onset
criterion of intermittency by calculating two local values
Reθ,t and Reθ,c where transition occur and fluctuations be-
gin to take place respectively. The source term, Pθ,t of Eq.

(8) is included to force R̃eθ,t to take its experimental value
(proprietary of ANSYS R©-Fluent 18.2 CFD code) specified
at the inlet except near the wall where it is turned off al-
lowing the freestream value of R̃eθ,t to convect and diffuse
toward the wall by introduction a blending function Fθ,t
(Eq.(9)). Once Reθ,t is computed Flength and Fonset are
evaluated using algebraic relationships and when they are
beyond certain threshold the source term, Pγ is switched
on, hence production of intermittency γ will start for each
cell ([19]; [22]; [5]).

2.5. Boundary Conditions

In addition to the domain sensitivity analysis conducted
to set right dimensions of upstream, downstream, top and
bottom boundaries of the computational domain, an ap-
propriate implementation of boundary conditions needs
to be carefully considered. This is achieved by split-
ting the domain boundaries into three distinct regions,
velocity inlet, pressure outlet downstream and symme-
try side boundaries. A velocity inlet type was specified
as Dirichlet boundary condition at inlet boundaries in
such a way that freestream velocity is set to maintain a
chord-based Reynolds number at 4.45 × 105. The used
method for freestream turbulence is by setting values of
turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate at
the inlet boundary condition, unless otherwise stated, as
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k = 2.53 m2s−2, ω = 151.55 s−1 and an intermittency
factor of 0.85 as dependence of flow features on γ values
at the inlet was observed. These quantities are calculated
based on empirical correlations related to SST k − ω tur-
bulence model. The downstream domain boundary was
prescribed as pressure-outlet boundary condition and set
to a value of zero-gauge pressure as operating conditions
of the working fluid are specified according to standard
atmospheric pressure of 101.325 kPa and temperature of
288.15 K. In addition, an estimation of turbulent length
scale of 10% the characteristic length is set at the pressure-
outlet along with 5% backflow turbulence intensity. A sta-
tionary wall condition is adopted for both aerofoil and rod
surfaces with no-slip boundary condition, hence, no tur-
bulence production from the wall itself to the freestream
flow. The two side boundaries of the computational do-
main are assigned to symmetry boundary condition which
enforces to null the normal component of all flow variables
gradient by acting as zero shear slip wall. This condition
seems to be satisfactory as the computational domain is
large enough to maintain these far boundaries at constant
static pressure (Fig.3).

2.6. Solver and Numerical Schemes

[27] have shown that the laminar separation bubble does
not involve any vortex shedding via their time-dependent
numerical investigation of the laminar separated flow sub-
jected to an adverse pressure gradient. As a motivation,
three dimensional, incompressible, steady state, pressure
based and segregated double precision numerical solver is
adopted to conduct present simulations. All Steady RANS
CFD runs were undertaken using the industry standard
commercial CFD package known as ANSYS R©- Fluent, Re-
lease 18.2. The code solves the Reynolds Averaged Navier
Stokes equations in a finite volume environment with Mes-
sage Passing Interface library parallelization. The Transi-
tion SST (γ− R̃eθ,t) four (4) equations turbulence closure
model is adopted to model the Reynolds stresses term.
The choice of this model is motivated by its ability to
capture up to a good extent the separation bubble that
occurs on the suction side of the wing which appeared
to be harmful for its aerodynamic performances and also,
has proven reliability in flows involving wake interactions.
Pressure-Velocity field coupling is ensured using SIMPLE
algorithm advantageous for problems requiring boundary
layer high resolution. Spatial discretization of pressure
term is treated by a standard interpolation scheme. More-
over, momentum diffusive terms, turbulent kinetic energy
and specific dissipation rate equations are second-order
central difference special discretization scheme and con-
vection terms are treated using second-order upwind dis-
cretization scheme in space. Finally, the cell gradients
of all variables are computed using weighted least square
cell-based scheme. The initial flow field for all simula-
tions is set according to predicted freestream inlet condi-
tions. The different cases are computed for 50000 itera-
tions where scaled residuals of all equations along with lift

and drag coefficients of the wing are monitored to ensure
adequate convergence. The overall computational time for
every simulation to be converged was achieved in about
144 hours (wall clock) that led to reduction in the residu-
als of O(6) (Fig.6). Afterwards, to ensure the convergence
accuracy, both lift and drag coefficients are monitored to
the extent in which they are fully converged as demon-
strated in Fig.7 where solutions for all cases are continued
until there is no variation in CL and CD which character-
ized by the horizontal asymptotic looks like.

Figure 6: Convergence history for scaled residuals.
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3. Results and Discussions

Simulations of the flow around the wing at various an-
gles of attack ranging between [0◦−24◦] for a chord-based
Reynolds number of 4.45 × 105. are carried out for both
baseline and controlled configurations in order to under-
stand how wing surface pressure are altered when a passive
control method is introduced to enhance the overall wing
aerodynamic performances at pre-stall and stall regimes.

3.1. Validation

For reason of results confidence, it is imperative to com-
pare the obtained results from CFD simulations of the
baseline wing with Wind Tunnel experiments to validate
the numerical model adopted herein. Tests are carried out
in an open jet closed circuit wind tunnel having circular
test section of 600 mm in diameter. The wing model is
NACA0012 aerofoil based with 150 mm chord length and
465 mm span giving a maximum blockage ratio of 6.4%.
The forces acting on the wing under the stream are mea-
sured by aerodynamic balance composed of three masts
D#1, D#2 and D#3. The measurements range of each
one is respectively [−100 N −+100 N ] for both D#1 and
D#2 and [−50 N−+50 N ] for the last one. A mechanism
for angle of attack variation is also incorporated with the
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Figure 7: Lift and Drag coefficients convergence for angle of attack
14◦.
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Figure 8: NACA0012 wing mounted on the three-components aero-
dynamic force balance.
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balance allowing α to be set between [−20◦−+40◦] (Fig.8).
The experiments for the baseline wing configuration used
for CFD validation are obtained for a freestream velocity
of 43.32 ms−1, that corresponds to a Reynolds number
based on the chord length of 4.45 × 105. The turbulence
intensity for these flow conditions is 1%. Table 3 shows
the error in the aerodynamic forces predicted by current
numerical investigation when compared to CFD simula-
tions of [14] and the wind tunnel results. It is noteworthy
that deviations remain less than 8.28% in all instances ex-
cept at 14◦ incidence where the wing stalls and making
this region quite difficult to solve with turbulence mod-
elling formulation of Navier-Stokes equations. Although
simulations overpredict lift force coefficient the fact that
the error is relatively consistent for each case, highlights
that the overall trends shown by the numerical results are
coherent with those occurring in the wind tunnel.

Table 3 Lift coefficient from CFD simulations and
wind tunnel

• cL at 10◦ cL at 12◦ cL at 14◦

Present work 0.9035 1.0613 1.0876
CFD [14] 0.8752 0.9801 1.025
Error (%) 3.23 8.28 6.1
Wind Tunnel 0.898 1.021 0.962
Error (%) 0.61 4.0 13.05

Figures 9 and 10 depict distribution of the parietal di-
mensionless distance, y+, on both wing surfaces and the
rod circumference. The average value seems to be largely
less than unity in order of 10−1. Thus, resolution of the
boundary layer of the flow near both bodies is performed
accurately enough throughout the grid used to conduct the
different CFD simulations. Hence, spacing of the first cell
from the wall is validated for this numerical study.

Figure 9: Wall y+ distribution on the wing at 10◦ and 18◦ of inci-
dence.
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The comparison between CFD, experimental and litera-
ture data are shown in Fig.11. [18], [6] have presented
wind tunnel experiments in which flow characteristics
over NACA0012 aerofoil is deeply investigated at vari-
ous Reynolds numbers and wide range angles of attack.
The obtained results from numerical and experimental ap-
proach adopted in the current work are validate against
these produced experimental data. As it is seen, for an-
gles of attack less than 12◦ both CFD and experimental
outcomes are in good agreement with the selected experi-
mental data. The highest recorded error is less than 4% for
lift coefficient and in the order of 5% in case of drag coeffi-
cient. Whereas, after stall angle, the numerical predicted
results show a significant deviation from the current ex-
perimental data especially for lift coefficient, which can be
attributed to the effect of close walls in experiments. On
the other hand, lift coefficient from CFD gave satisfactory
results as it is in better agreement with [18] experimental
data.
In addition, statistical analysis between numerical predic-
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Figure 10: Wall y+ distribution over the micro-cylindrical rod at
angle of attack of 16◦.
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tions and experimental data is performed using Pearson
correlation criterion. It consists of assigning a quality
level for given data set, by measuring the linear correlation
strength between two sets of data. The related coefficient,
r is given by Eq.(10) as follow :

rX,Y =
cov(X,Y )

σX × σY
(10)

Table 4 summarises the values of the strength for possible
linear correlation between the present obtained experimen-
tal as well as numerical prediction results and the experi-
mental data taken from literature in terms of lift and drag
coefficients. The main interpretation behind, r is that any
value ranged between [0.9 − 1] indicates the existence of
a very strong correlation between the data sets. Thus,
overall, CFD results and experimental measurements gave
satisfactory prediction for both lift and drag coefficients
and are comparative to experiments taken from literature.

Table 4 Pearson’s coefficient for different data sets

Present
CFD vs.
Present
Experiment

Present
CFD vs.
Literature
Experiment

Present
Experi-
ment vs.
Literature
Experiment

CL CD CL CD CL CD

r 0.9743 0.9581 0.9935 0.9463 0.9797 0.9931

3.2. Baseline Flow Analysis

Figures 12 and 13 show variation of the aerodynamic co-
efficients, cL and cD, at low Reynolds number and various
angles of attack for the baseline NACA0012 wing simula-
tions along with a schematic of the flow patterns observed

Figure 11: Comparison between the current CFD and experimental
results with previous experimental data.
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for each representative state. It is noticed that, for in-
cidence ranged between [2◦ − 13◦] a monotonous linear
increase in the lift coefficient relatively growing in a con-
stant rate up to a maximum value depicted at α = 13◦.
After reaching the peak, the value of cL drops drastically
at α = 14◦ showing turbulent stalling phenomenon of the
boundary layer taking place as clearly illustrated by the
schematic of the streakline patterns on the wing surface.
The flow separation is led to move upstream causing the
wing to stall. Above incidence of α = 20◦, the lift shows
a tendency to be relatively constant. This is basically due
to the main flow separation indicated by the presence of
counter-rotating vortices on the suction side of the wing
hence the post-stall is triggered. Regarding drag coefficient
cD, it remains almost unchanged for small angles of attack
[0◦− 6◦]. Thereafter, it increases slightly in the meantime
as the angle of attack is further changed possibly because
of premature separation of the laminar boundary layer,
followed by a significant rise for α = 14◦ indicating pres-
ence of turbulent stall of the boundary layer. By further
increasing the angle of attack, the drag coefficient contin-
ues growing till a maximum value is attained at incidence
24◦.
The streamline close to the wing surface is presented in
Fig.14 to make a comparison between various angles of
attack and the presence of flow separation on the upper
surface of the aerofoil. It is believed that the nonlinear-
ity in the lift curve slope is linked to presence of laminar
boundary layer separation occurring at this low Reynolds
number flow (Rec = 4.45×105). For an angle of attack be-
tween 0◦ to 8◦, a separation bubble appears on the aerofoil
suction side that travels from the trailing edge to the lead-
ing edge as the incidence is increased, leading effectively to
a change in location of the transition line from laminar to
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Figure 12: CFD lift coefficient for baseline case at varying AOAs.
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Figure 13: CFD drag coefficient for baseline case at varying AOAs.
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turbulent states. For α > 8◦, two separate phenomena are
observed consisting in presence of a conventional trailing
edge separation bubble formed along with the first bubble
near the leading edge as the angle of attack increases till
the point of complete separation on the upper surface of
the wing representing the stall phenomenon, at around an
angle of attack of [10◦ − 12◦]. These two phenomena can
explain the change in lift curve slope observed in Fig.12.

3.3. Effect of Passive Control on LSB

Three-dimensional development of the LSB on the wing
upper surface is inferred from average pressure distribu-
tion analysis on suction side presented in Fig.15. Show-
ing mean pressure rapid increasing along the chordwise
direction. It can be seen from colour contrasts of pressure

Figure 14: Process of LSB migration at low Reynolds number of
4.45 × 105 for NACA0012 wing; arrows highlights the LSB location
(flow moving left to right).
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distribution, existence of three distinguished regimes char-
acterizing the zone of laminar separation bubble observed
for low Reynolds number flow, namely, laminar, transient
and turbulent flow regimes. These three regions are lim-
ited by the following three characteristic lines as shown
in Fig.15: Laminar separation line; Transitional line and
Reattachment line. Effect of the passive control technique
on development of the LSB is analysed and the most rel-
evant results are presented in Fig.16. The figure depicts
average pressure distribution contour on the upper sur-
face of the wing at an incidence of α = 10◦. Compar-
ing the two configurations side to side, baseline case and
controlled case, it seems that the rod has significant in-
fluence on dimensions of the laminar separation bubble
occurring on the suction side as a result of premature lami-
nar boundary layer separation. Both regions, laminar and
transitional, are influenced by presence of the rod wake.
A significant reduction of approximately 50% in the lam-
inar region is depicted by the three-dimensional average
pressure distribution on the wing surface which yielding
to a considerable enlargement of the transitional zone by
approximately 30%. Thus, this vortex generator placed
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Figure 15: LSB characterisation at flow conditions of Rec = 4.45 ×
105 and α = 8◦ (flow moving top to bottom).

upstream the wing showed that LSB is extremely sensitive
to the interaction between the rod wake and the aerofoil
leading to a bubble size reduction that is considered to be
harmful for the wing overall aerodynamic performances.
Therefore, a promising enhancement in aerodynamic char-
acteristics will certainly contribute to improve efficiency of
such wings operating at low Reynolds numbers.

Table 5 Rod effects on LSB size
Angle of attack 5◦ 8◦ 10◦

Size Reduction [%] 31.29 15.57 75

Figure 16: Effect of micro-cylinder rod on LSB dimensions at α =
10◦; (a) baseline case; (b) controlled case (flow moving left to right).
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3.4. Effect of Passive Control on Parietal Pressure Distri-
bution

Figure 17 demonstrates both friction lines and average
pressure distribution on the wing upper surface. When
incidence is null (α = 0◦), friction lines on the wall sur-
face are uniform and flows in the same direction as that
of the main incoming flow, starting from the leading edge
towards the trailing edge. As the angle of attack is in-
creased (α < 11◦), friction lines begin to lose their unifor-
mity and smoothness behaviour. An instability is triggered

on both ends of the trailing edge, indicating presence of a
partial separation of the boundary layer, developing pro-
gressively from the trailing edge towards the leading edge.
Furthermore, the average pressure gradually increases in
the chordwise direction starting from the leading edge. It
begins with a zone of depression at the leading-edge level
indicated by a uniform and homogeneous coloured zone
and keeps growing to a high-pressure region at the trailing
edge. For the baseline configuration at α = 11◦, the de-
pression zone is narrow on both ends of the leading edge,
because the instability generated between endplates and
aerofoil boundary layers mutually interact. This is much
clearer through the friction lines distribution showing a
pair of counter-rotating vortices swirling on the wing suc-
tion side. Consequently, partial turbulent stall of the main
wing is triggered close to these regions. In case of con-
trolled wing configuration, it shows, however, important
changes noticeable on the mean pressure field as well as
on the friction lines (Fig.17). Mainly, the depression re-
gion near the leading edge is getting uniformized in the
spanwise direction starting from middle towards endplates.
Another important outcome is revealed by new friction line
patterns resulting from the control and consisting in the
fact that the pair of vortices near endplates shrink in size
making the incident flow more dominate on the wing sur-
face. As a result, a reduction of about 56% on the overall
drag force is reported for the controlled case. As the angle

Figure 17: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 11◦ and Rec = 4.45 × 105 ; (a) baseline case;
(b) controlled case (flow moving top to bottom).

of attack is increased the instability amplifies more and
more to form two large counter-rotating vortices covering
a large part of the wing upper surface. A backflow is gen-
erated as a consequence of these two vortices. This reveals
that energy of the incoming flow is more dominant than
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that of the backflow. As a result of this dominance the
incident flow imposed its presence mainly in the midspan
zone, hence, the boundary layer is not completely sepa-
rated from the wing surface except in the region where
the vortices are present. For α = 12◦, direction of fric-
tion lines on the midspan zone shows that the backflow
becomes dominant and imposes its presence with respect
to the incoming flow. The two counter-rotating vortices
still exist, but larger in dimensions and intensities when
compared to those observed for incidence α = 11◦. There-
fore, secondary instabilities appear as a consequence of
this interaction between the two flows of opposite sense
and the significant energy of this backflow, Fig.18.In this
case, the boundary layer is completely separated from the
wall. This irregularity behind appearance of this instabil-
ity disturbs the uniform distribution of the average pres-
sure in both ends of the wing close to the leading edge.
However, when flow control is applied, the average pres-
sure distribution becomes uniform and homogeneous and
the disturbed zones near the endplates vanish. In addi-
tion, this depression portion grows in size compared to
previous angles. Moreover, presence of the rod has a sig-
nificant impact on the flow developing on the wing suction
side. From the Fig.18 it is easily noticeable that secondary
instabilities reported before completely disappear and the
incoming flow gained energy from the feeding vortex gen-
erator to become dominant over a large portion of the wing
because it overpassed the early backflow seen without con-
trol. As a consequence, the two counter-rotating vortices
died out and straitened in size resulting a reduction in the
drag force by 73% including the rod contribution. For in-

Figure 18: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 12◦ and Rec = 4.45 × 105 ; (a) baseline case;
(b) controlled case (flow moving top to bottom).

cidence greater than 12◦, the uniform distribution of the

mean pressure over the entire upper surface is completely
disturbed for the baseline configuration, Fig.19. Conse-
quently, the flow within the boundary layer is completely
unstable. The intensity of these instabilities increases with
the angle of attack causing the so-called turbulent stall to
launch. As α increases, these instabilities are intensified
and the boundary layer separation is generalized to the
entire wing surface. For α = 13◦ the flow seems to behave
in the same way as for 12◦ incidence without control. This
is clearly shown by friction lines pattern, where the domi-
nance of the backflow resulting from instabilities generated
inside the boundary layer is well represented leading to sec-
ondary irregularities as a result of the interaction between
the incident and back flows. In this case, the boundary
layer is completely detached from the surface and this in-
cident angle corresponds to the turbulent and massive stall
angles of the flow. In the other hand, as the control tech-
nique is applied, the mean pressure distribution on the
suction side of the wing exhibits a different behaviour in
comparison to the baseline case. As stated earlier, the
mean pressure distribution is random due to partial sepa-
ration of the boundary layer near endplates caused by the
primary and secondary vortices that gain intensity to cover
an important portion of the wing surface as illustrated in
friction lines patterns showing dominance of the backflow
over the incoming one. Thereby, presence of the vortex
generator brought the depression zone near the leading
edge from its randomness attitude to its uniform and ho-
mogenous shape similar to what was observed at lower
angles of attack when control is absent. It is worthwhile
noting from pressure contours that flow characteristics are
delayed by 2◦ from the baseline configuration with flow
control applied. In other words, the stall is postponed
when the wing is operating in the rod wake. In fact, look-
ing at the new pattern of friction lines after low control is
set, what have been seen in average pressure distribution
is emphasized throughout the assessment of the flow be-
fore and after the control. As a matter of fact, the wake
produced by the rod evolves into shedded eddies interact-
ing with the boundary layer developing on the wing upper
surface in a way that they feed energy to the flow close to
the wall from free-stream. Premature separated boundary
layer is reinforced to overcome pressure gradients that is
subjected to and stick again to the wall surface. Conse-
quently, this phenomenon of energizing the upcoming flow
is established by defeating the dominance of the backflow
spotted in the baseline case, so that the flow recovered
its chordwise direction mostly in the midspan portion of
the wing. Although the pair of vortices remain near the
endplates a part of consequence of three-dimensionalities
attitude of the flow outcomes of interferences between the
two boundary layers developing on either endplates and
wing body, the secondary instabilities are completely van-
ished for the controlled case. To sum up this qualitative
analysis that provides main differences on the flow struc-
tures before and after control, it is important to link these
essential findings to their impact on aerodynamic loads
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specifically lift and drag forces. It is found that actual
aerodynamic coefficients are highly sensitive to flow con-
trol in an extent of a lift enhancement of 17% to gather
with a maximum drag reduction of 49% which is promis-
ing in a perspective of fineness improvement. Figure 20

Figure 19: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 13◦ and Rec = 4.45 × 105 ; (a) baseline case;
(b) controlled case (flow moving top to bottom).

depicts mean surface pressure distribution on the suction
side generated by the wing operating in the low Reynolds
number condition and at 15◦ incidence angle. For the non-
controlled case the surface pressures appear very instable,
as expected, whilst at such high angle of attack a pres-
ence of an intense turbulent agitation of the flow within
the boundary layer is naturally understandable as turbu-
lent stall of the boundary layer has taken place. This is
shown on the friction lines illustration (bottom right-hand
column), which reveal in the low-pressure regions near end-
plates formation of a pair of counter rotating vortices due
to circulation of flow from higher to lower pressure re-
gions. Also, when looking at the evolution way of these
lines going from the trailing edge towards the leading edge
over the entire wing surface is an evidence on the back-
flow dominance over the incoming stream. Similarly, to
what have been described in the previous angle of attack,
the boundary layer is fully separated from the wing upper
surface giving rise to a wing stalled state. In other hand,
a micro rod is used for prospective wing performances en-
hancement. Some relevant findings are presented in the
left-hand column of the Fig.20. The instabilities in the
average pressure distribution seem to be damped down to
an extent where uniformity and homogenous appearance
is recovered close to the leading edge. An analogy of this
pressure contour with the baseline case, turns up this flow

pattern resulting from the control device is already seen at
earlier angle of attack, 11◦. This inferred that this passive
control delays heavy stall by few degrees. There appear to
be larger area of low pressure in the mid-span region of the
wing as the main flow gain control over the backflow and
sticks to the wing again through involvement of rod eddies
that convey energy from free-stream to boundary layer.
Whereas, close to the endplates, less suction is generated
as the three-dimensional interfaces in the boundary layers
of these two regions arise tiny secondary instabilities on
both sides that block the flow from it. To complete what
is said so far, friction lines on the upper surface of the wing
at 15◦ incidence with flow control are also considered. It
is found that the flow got back its streamwise direction
in comparison to the baseline case. This is because the
boundary layer is completely separated from the wall and
reattach to the wing particularly in the mid-span region
constraining the stream to flow downward to the trailing
edge. Two thirds of the wing suction side are occupied by
a pair of counter rotating vortices resulting from recircu-
lation of the flow from high to low pressure. In addition
of secondary instabilities close to the leading edge on both
sides are generated the flow from the endplates interferes
with the wing boundary layer, which yield it to partially
stalled state. Finally, all these results conclusively show
that passive control as uses here showed capability to de-
lay full stall by 3◦. Furthermore, an enhancement in aero-
dynamic loads is also ensured with control. 21% of drag
reduction and 23% in lift growth are effectively obtained.

Figure 20: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 15◦ and Rec = 4.45 × 105 ; (a) baseline case;
(b) controlled case (flow moving top to bottom).
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4. Conclusion

In this paper a passive flow control approach for a
pre-stalled and post-stalled aerofoil is numerically investi-
gated. Flow response to placing a microcylindrical shaped
rod near NACA0012 wing-based profile at low chord-based
Reynolds number of Rec = 4.45 × 105 is carefully exam-
ined. Particular focus is put on parietal pressure distri-
bution on suction side surface along with flow field pat-
terns with corresponding impart on the overall aerody-
namic loads particularly high angles of attack ranging from
0◦ to 24◦. The longitudinal gap between the wing and rod
together with rod’s diameter are key parameters carefully
considered in this study. Detailed RANS CFD calcula-
tions are carried out for both controlled and baseline cases
to show the influence of the joint device on the flow con-
trol effectiveness. Friction lines are further analysed to
give information on the flow field behaviour on wall sur-
face and correlative pressure distribution. The diameter of
the microcylindrical rod considered for this current study
is d/c = 0.013, placed away from the wing leading edge
at 3 times the diameter in the chordwise direction. For
the baseline case, flow fields and average pressure coef-
ficient distribution analysis made it possible to highlight
the underlying physical phenomenology involved in lami-
nar and turbulent boundary layer separation. It is shown
that laminar boundary layer is particularly sensitive to
pressure gradients induced by the wing at incidence. This
caused premature separation of the flow followed by reat-
tachment after transition to turbulent state accompanied
by formation of the so-called laminar separation bubble
(LSB). At the pre-stall flow condition (α < 13◦), the bub-
ble forms near the trailing edge of the wing. As the inci-
dence increases the LSB significantly decreases in length
while migrating upstream to stabilize in the vicinity of the
leading edge. This feature is encountered between α = 2◦

and α = 8◦. When the angle of attack is greater than
8◦, the aerofoil exhibits presence of a second conventional
bubble near the trailing edge as well as the LSB near the
leading edge. At α = 12◦ the laminar flow completely sep-
arates from the wing upper surface and forming a large
recirculation zone; hence the wing is stalled. Any further
increase in incidence results in the laminar separation bub-
ble sudden burst leading to a heavy turbulent separation
of the boundary layer subsequently to the important pres-
sure gradient. Analysis of lift and drag forces with the LBS
formed showed significant degradation in the overall aero-
dynamic loads pushing the wing to an abrupt stall. When
the microcylindrical control device is introduced into the
flow, a considerable influence on the behaviour of the lam-
inar separation bubble is induced. Presence of the rod re-
vealed ability to partially eliminate the bubble by causing
an early reattachment of the premature laminar separated
boundary layer over a significant extent. The total length
of the LSB is found to reduce by more than 75% and al-
most vanish for an incidence of 10◦ (Table 5).

Figure 21: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 10◦; Rec = 4.45 × 105 and diffrent rods’ size
(flow moving top to bottom).

Figure 22: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 11◦; Rec = 4.45 × 105 and diffrent rods’ size
(flow moving top to bottom).

Figure 23: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 12◦; Rec = 4.45 × 105 and diffrent rods’ size
(flow moving top to bottom).
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Figure 24: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 13◦; Rec = 4.45 × 105 and diffrent rods’ size
(flow moving top to bottom).

Figure 25: Contours of pressure coefficient (upper column) and fric-
tion lines distribution (lower column) on wing suction side surface at
flow conditions of α = 15◦; Rec = 4.45 × 105 and diffrent rods’ size
(flow moving top to bottom).

Furthermore, the vortex like generator deeply impacts the
flow structure especially at stall and post-stall conditions.
At AOAs ranged between 10◦ to 15◦, the control device
acts similarly to a pumping system energizing the bound-
ary layer on the aerofoil counter-balancing the adverse
pressure gradients. In fact, eddies generated in the cylin-
der wake interact with the boundary layer of the wing, en-
suring convection of energy from freestream to near wall
flow. The size of the downstream recirculation zone is sig-
nificantly reduced for post-stall conditions. In other words,
mean pressure contours and corresponding friction lines on
the suction side are corroborating results for control effec-
tiveness of the rod beyond stall conditions of the baseline
wing. It was capable of maintaining attached flow for in-
cidence of 15◦ till 33% of the whole wing upper surface
close to the midspan region, while the backflow took ad-

vantage in non-controlled configuration, hence a complete
separation from the leading edge was noticed. Finally, for
pre-stall regime, the controlled flow doesn’t provide signif-
icant improvement in either lift and drag, but does show
effectiveness in reducing the length of the laminar separa-
tion bubble leading to further understanding of the intri-
cate involved dynamics influencing the wing aerodynamic
performances. Meanwhile, at post-stall regime presence of
the rod close to the leading edge seems to effectively sup-
press or diminish and in most favourable case delay flow
separation to higher angles of attack. This is advantageous
to either lift enhancement or drag reduction, resulting re-
spectively in a gain of 23% and a reduction of 73% (Fig.24
and Fig.25)as evaluated in this study (Fig.22 and Fig.23).
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Nomenclature
Latin Symbols

AOAs Angles Of Attack
c Chord length
cD Drag coefficient
cL Lift coefficient
Cp Pressure coefficient
cov Covariance
d Rod diameter
k Turbulent kinetic energy
L Distance between the Rod and LE
LE Leading Edge
lf Formation length
LSB Laminar Separation Bubble
Lz CFD domain spanwise length
Re Reynolds number
Reθ,c Re number where fluctuations begin
Reθ,t Re number where transition occurs
SST Shear Stress Transport
t Time
U Velocity field
V∞ Freestream velocity
X Data set
Y Data set
y+ Non-dimentional wall distance
3D Three-Dimensional

Greek Symbols
α Angle of attack
ε Turbulent dissipation rate
γ Intermittency
ω Specific dissipation rate
σ Standard deviation
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